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THE FLOWERINGOF TEMBUSUTREES (FAGR/EA
FRAGRANS Roxb.) IN SINGAPORE, 1928—1935.

By R. E. Holttum .

The gregarious flowering of the Tembusu trees {Fagrcza

fragrans Roxb., or Cyrtophyllum fragrans DC) which are so

abundant, both wild and planted, in the neighbourhood of the

town, is one of the most striking seasonal phenomena to be

observed in Singapore. Beautiful at all times, with their finely

moulded masses of foliage, at the flowering season the trees

are transformed by their host of small creamy-white fragrant

blossoms. For a fortnight or more, some of the suburbs of the

town are filled with their heavy fragrance, both day and night.

This impressive spectacle occurs nearly always in April or May
(usually May), and is followed in August by the almost equally

impressive general fruiting of the trees, accompanied by nightly

visits of hordes of giant fruit-bats. The whole phenomenon
is one of the most regular features of the somewhat irregular

general behaviour of plant life in Singapore. It is fairly certain

that such a general flowering, as in other similar cases, is a

response to some definite climatic change, and the question

naturally arises what such a change could be.

In the Gardens Bulletin S.S. Vol. V, pp. 173-206, I gave
an account of my observations 011 periodic leaf-change and
flowering in Singapore, chiefly as regards deciduous trees, during
the years 1927-1930. In the introductory part of that paper is

a short account of the salient features of the climate of

Singapore, and to this the reader is referred for further details.

The distribution of rainfall throughout the year, though on the

average very even, is so irregular in detail, and the incidence of

dry weather so uncertain, that many species of plants which are

native of seasonal climates behave quite abnormally. As regards
the native evergreen trees, it appears that any pronounced dry
spell will cause most of them to flower, provided they have had
an appropriate period in which to recover after the previous
flowering and fruiting season. Some trees respond very quickly
to the dry weather, and flower within two or three weeks; others

take much longer to develop their flowers. It is fairly clear

however that most of them are dependent on pronounced dry
spells, and that their flowering is much less regular than that of

the Tembusu.

We have therefore to look for a seasonal phenomenon,
perhaps relatively slight and not always effective on most trees,

which is as regular as the flowering of the Tembusu. The one
almost regular feature of our climate is the rather sudden break in

the wet weather which usually comes some time in January. The
wet season, which is most intense in November and December,
is characterised by cloudy skies, prolonged slight drizzling
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rains, and a very high general atmospheric humidity, with little

bright sunshine and no drying winds. The actual rainfall may
not be very heavy, but it has a far greater effect than at other

times of the year, when heavy showers, followed by bright

sunshine, are the rule. Then rather suddenly, usually in

January, the cloudy weather ceases, and there is a shorter or

longer period of drying winds. This drier weather may not

last very long, but its onset, after the rather depressing wet
season, is very noticeable.

The thought therefore occurred to me that perhaps the

Tembusu trees are very sensitive to this change from prolonged
wet to drier conditions, responding even though the dry weather
is not sufficiently intense to affect some other trees. I have
examined the rainfall records made at the Botanic Gardens
during the period of my observation on the trees, and believe

that they indicate a definite relationship between the change of

season and the onset of flowering of the Tembusu. The
irregularities of one are followed by irregularities of the other,

and the last wet season, by stopping at an unusually early date,

gave a most instructive example. Unfortunately the figures

showing change of rainfall do not give a complete account of the

climatic changes; the actual change, as above remarked, is

accentuated by the presence of clearer skies and drying winds.
The figures given are however perhaps enough to demonstrate
a connection between the phenomena concerned.

The Tembusu tree is slow in all its activities. Its growth
is slow, but seems to be an almost continuous process, unlike

that of most evergreen trees, which produce new flushes of leaves

at intervals of a few months (or sometimes many months).
The development of flower buds is slow; though the flowers are

quite small, the buds take something like two months from the

time they are first visible to the opening of the flowers. The
inflorescences are borne in the axils of quite young leaves; at

flowering, the subtending leaves are usually the second pair

from the apex of the shoot. Then the fruits, though small, take
more than three months to rix^en (it is usually about three and a

half months from the height of the flowering to the full ripening
of the fruit crop). These slow processes are perhaps connected
with the soil conditions favoured by the trees, which grow best
in the very hard compacted soil formed as a result of exposure
to rain and sun. Under such conditions very few other trees

will thrive. The soil is very slightly pervious to water and air.

I have seen tembusu trees in the neighbourhood of Palembang
(Sumatra) growing in swampy ground, and they also grow under
similar conditions in Pahang; possibly the lack of aeration is

the chief character in common between the swamp conditions

and the compacted clay of Singapore. It is notable that the
palms Oncosperma and Cyrtostachys, both native of wet ground,
also flourish in hard clay soils suitable to the Tembusu. ,
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In addition to the heavy flowering which is usual in May,

the trees often have a subsidiary flowering towards the end of the

year, in October or November, and occasionally a few flowers

may be seen at other times. I have noted particularly the

behaviour of three individual Tembusu trees from the latter part

of 1927 up to the present (the observations are not quite complete,

especially as regards the subsidiary flowerings, which are

often not easy to observe). I have also noted the seasons of

principal flowering of the trees in Singapore generally, and any
pronounced subsidiary seasons. The main flowerings are

therefore all noted, but not all subsidiary flowerings. Of the

three individual trees, one stands almost alone, and has its lower

branches intact and widely spreading over the ground all around
it; the others are near other trees, one on a hill and the other in

a more sheltered position near the bottom of a slope. The\- are

referred to as E, X and P respectively.

The exact date of the beginning of flowering is not easy to

fix; I have therefore indicated a date at which a general flowering
was well in progress, perhaps a week after the first flowers open.
As regards subsidiary flowerings, they are so incompletely
recorded that I only quote here a few cases when the flowering

was fairly general, or when one of the trees had rather numerous
flowers at an unusual time.

I have indicated below the dates at which wet weather
ceased, giving rainfall for the previous ten days, and for the
week or more of dry weather following. It will be seen that

general flowering is in progress about four months after the
onset of the dry weather. To test whether the flowering dates
could be connected with the length of the dry period, or with
the time at which wet weather followed the dry, I examined the
subsequent rainfall figures, but the incidence of subsequent
rainfall and its amount are so variable that it appears most
unlikely that it can have any effect on the time of flowering. As
regards sudden dry weather following wet at other times of the
year, this is rarely so pronounced as in January, as heavy rainfall

at other seasons is usually of the heavy shower type; figures of
relative humidity and perhaps of duration of sunshine would also
have to be added to give a full account of the climatic
conditions. However, I have traced some of the more
pronounced subsidiary flowerings to dry weather following
heavy rain, and these are indicated.

As the time from the stimulus to flower-development to the
ripening of fruit is about seven months and a half, and as it is

unlikely that further stimuli during that period could cause
anything in the nature of a second general flowering, it is most
unlikely that two full flowerings could occur in any calendar
year; a second flowering would always be a subsidiary one, and
probably affects those trees or branches which have for some
reason not been affected by the main flowering. Flowering on
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separate branches is a not uncommon phenomenon on trees of

various kinds in Singapore; also leaf-change on one branch at a
time.

In connection with the following figures, it may be noted
that the average rainfall of the wettest month in the year
(December) is about 12 inches, while May and June, which on
the average are the driest months, have about 6 inches each;

but the rainfall in any one calendar month varies considerably
from vear to vear.

Principal flowerings.
1928

Rainfall January 5-14
15-21

Flowering: Mav 12

7.99 inches

.14

1929
Rainfall December 28 (1928)-

January 7-13

Flowering : May 5.

-January 6 5.62 inches

.15

1930
Rainfall January 3-16

17-26
Flowering : May 20

4.01 inches

.07

1931
Rainfall January 15-22

January 25-February 2

Flowering : middle of Mav.

5.22 inches (Jan. 12-14, 4.28 ins.)

.24 inches

1932

1933

Rainfall December 21-30 (1931)

December 31-January 5 .07

Flowering : May 1.

Rainfall January 16-25 4-^9 inches

January 26—February 1 .04

Flowering : May 27.

1934
Rainfall December 17-26 (1933)

27-January 2

Rainfall January 12-21

22-Feb. 3

Flowering : April 25-June 10.

Note : —The duration of flowering
Mr. Corner, and he did not note whether the main flowering
began on April 25th. As a heavy flowering usually lasts for at

least three weeks, two flowerings, one caused by dry weather

3.81 inches

.00

8.55

.00

was recorded by
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beginning December 27, and the other January 22, would produce

the effect of a continuous flowering. The dry period December
27-January 2 was followed by more heavy rain, and then a more
intense dry period, which evidently caused a second flowering.

1935

Rainfall November 28-December 7 (1934) 3.44 inches

December 8-27 .07

Flowering : April 7.

Subsidiary flowerings.
1928

Rainfall September 30-October 9 (1927) 6.33 inches

October 10-21 .12

Small flowering on trees E & X, 19 February 1928.

Rainfall July 3-12 4.89 inches

13-30 .12

Small flowering on trees E & P, also general small flowering

about November n.

1929

Rainfall June 19-28 6.24 inches

26-July 12 .02

Small general flowering October 27.

1930

Rainfall November 26-December 5 (1929) 3.68 inches

December 6-15 .20

Tree X with many flowers on low branch, and tree P with
some flowers, April 20 and 26.

Rainfall June 13-22 8.62 inches

23-July 5 .00

October flowering not noted, but tree E had many fruits

ripening early in February 193 1.

1931

Rainfall June 2-1 1 4.34 inches

12-20 .11

Tree X fairly full flowering in October.

1933

Rainfall November 30-December 9 (1932) 3.29 inches

December 10-19 .17

Small general flowering April 16, 1933.
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1934

Rainfall July 16-27 6.95 inches
2 8- August 16 .38

Many trees have small flowering in early December.

1935

Rainfall December 30 (ig34)-January 8 7.56 inches

January 9-13 .00

General small flowering, May 16.

The year 1935 was particularly interesting for two reasons.

In the first place, the general flowering was a full month earlier

than usual, following upon a most unexpected break in the wet
season in the second week of December. In the second place,

there was a quite well-marked second small flowering considerably

more than a month after the first, and this corresponded to a

second and more severe onset of dry weather, following much
rain in the latter part of December and early January.

The above information needs to be supplemented by more
detailed observations of the vegetative growth of Tembusu trees.

What is required is regular measurement of the growth of all

parts of a small branch, and also of the development of the

inflorescence. It would be interesting also to make careful record
of subsidiary flowering on a few individual branches, to find the
minimum interval between two flowerings on the same twig.

It is quite likely that some other trees respond to the change
of season in a similar manner to the Tembusu; but the only
records I possess are of a much less regular nature. Fagree a

auriculata, for example, sometimes flowers with the Tembusu and
sometimes a full month later. The common scorpion orchid,

Arachnis flos-ceris, though flowering very regularly about May
and November, does not appear to follow the fluctuations of the

Tembusu. Saraca taipingensis and Cinnamomum iners, both of

which flower gregariously not long after the change of season, are

evidently more rapid in their response, and probably do not react

to quite the same stimulus as the Tembusu, for I can find no
relation between their flowering dates. Possibly some of the
common species of Eugenia and Elceocarpus may have a similar

response, but insufficient records of these are available.

Summary.

In Singapore there is an almost regular general heavy
flowering of trees of Fagree a fragrans Roxb. in May. This
flowering is shown to follow about four months after the break
in the wet season which usually occurs some time in January.
Observations of rainfall for ten days before the break in the

weather, and for a week or more afterwards, are given; the

fluctuations of date of this break are followed closely by
fluctuations in the date of the general flowering of Cyrtophyllum
trees.
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